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Abstract The advent of mobile and ubiquitous systems has enabled the de-
velopment of autonomous systems such as wireless-sensors for environmental
data collection and teams of collaborating Unmanned Autonomous Vehicles
(UAVs) used in missions unsuitable for humans. However, with these range of
new application-domains come a new challenge – enabling self-management in
mobile autonomous systems. Autonomous systems have to be able to manage
themselves individually as well as to form self-managing teams which are able
to recover or adapt to failures, protect themselves from attacks and optimise
performance.
This paper proposes a novel distributed policy-based framework that en-
ables autonomous systems of varying scale to perform self-management indi-
vidually and as a team. The framework allows missions to be specified in terms
of roles in an adaptable and reusable way, enables dynamic and secure team
formation with a utility-based approach for optimal role assignment, caters for
communication link maintenance amongst team-members and recovery from
failure. Adaptive management is achieved by employing a policy-based archi-
tecture to enable dynamic modification of the management strategy relating
to resources, role behaviour, communications and team management, without
interrupting the basic software within the system.
Evaluation of the framework shows that it is scalable with respect to the
number of roles, and consequently the number of autonomous systems par-
ticipating in the mission. It is also shown to be optimal with respect to role
assignments, and robust to intermittent communication link disconnections
and permanent team-member failures.
Keywords Autonomic management, collaborating autonomous vehicles,
mission management, communication failure recovery.
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21 Introduction
Technological advances in engineering and communication have paved the way
for increasing use of autonomous systems. Given high level objectives from ad-
ministrators an autonomic computing system is able to self-manage. It is also
able to simplify the task of managing today’s complex computing systems [16,
22]. Self-managing autonomous systems have the potential for providing the
information needed to assist rescue operations - by locating survivors, iden-
tifying affected areas, and organising the collaborative efforts of the response
team members. They also find uses in disaster management, including earth-
quakes, forest fires and floods, unmanned vehicles and military applications.
All scenarios listed above require groups of entities that are able to commu-
nicate using a wireless ad-hoc network. In this paper, we focus on teams of
unmanned autonomous vehicles, since this is the testbed that we have been
using.
Unmanned Autonomous Vehicle (UAV) is a type of robot that is often
used for applications such as those listed above. A challenge in using UAVs for
these applications is enabling self-management so that they can accomplish
a mission autonomously without human intervention. This means that UAVs
need to adapt their behaviour to current context, location, activity, available
resources such as battery power and available services such as quality of com-
munication links. They should be self-managing in that they have to recover
or adapt to component failures and optimise performance to best utilise avail-
able resources. Additionally, a team of UAVs should cooperate to achieve a
particular mission, such as surveillance of a specific area. Collaborating UAVs
form a Self Managed Cell (SMC) [30], the general autonomic computing [22]
architectural principle we use for realising self-management of individual and
teams of UAVs.
An SMC consists of multiple UAVs and at least one commander, which
could be a human or another UAV, and which effectively controls the group.
The commander role could be reassigned to a backup UAV in case the primary
commander fails. The commander is provided with a mission specification by
its command base and assembles the required UAVs to perform the mission.
The mission specification [13] defines how specific roles are assigned to UAVs
based on their credentials and capabilities, as well as when and how to adapt
the mission to changes in context or failures. The adaptive management of
UAVs is achieved using policy-based techniques that allow dynamic modifica-
tion of the management strategy relating to resources, task behaviour, commu-
nications and team management, without reloading the basic software within
the UAV. SMCs can be combined in peer-to-peer or composition relationships
to reflect complex collaborations between multiple teams to achieve an overall
mission [36].
The mission specification also defines a role management hierarchy and the
behaviour of these roles in terms of policies specified using the Ponder2 [35]
policy framework. Ponder2 is a generic object management system supporting
dynamic loading, unloading, enabling and disabling of active managed objects
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gation policies (event-condition-action rules) to trigger specific actions to be
performed when an event, such as the discovery of a new UAV occurs. Autho-
risation policies specify conditions under which services and resources within
a UAV can be accessed by other UAVs performing a specific role. Policies
are interpreted, hence they can be dynamically loaded, enabled or disabled
at run-time without shutting down a system in order to adapt the manage-
ment strategy. When a mission is instantiated the commander will download
its role behaviour specifications (the policies) and start the mission. When a
new UAV comes into the communication range, the commander checks the
UAV’s security credentials. If these are satisfactory, the UAV will be allocated
to one or more roles based on its capabilities and may be given a subset of
the mission roles to manage. The new UAVs may in turn allocate a subset
of its mission roles to other UAVs and the whole process finally results in a
formation of a failure-tolerant management tree which facilitates control and
state information collection.
To ensure effective completion of the mission, the available resources must
be used efficiently. When forming a dynamic team, if the assignment of roles
to UAVs is first-come-first-served — where any capable UAV is immediately
assigned to an available role, the team may end up in a state where more
capable UAVs are assigned to less demanding roles. This may result in a UAV
with specific capabilities being assigned to a role that could have been fulfilled
by any of the UAVs and the role requiring the specific capability remains
unfulfilled, resulting in an incomplete team. It is thus necessary to perform
optimisation on the set of discovered UAVs and the mission roles in order to
best utilise the available resources as first-come-first-served is suboptimal.
This paper extends the architecture presented in [4,13,14] by elaborating
the different components of the framework and presenting an optimisation
scheme that optimally assigns available UAVs to roles based on their capa-
bilities. The scheme considers both local assignments by the commander and
global future assignments by other team members, so that the team will reach
its optimal configuration provided UAVs with the necessary capabilities are
available. The proposed optimisation scheme is modelled and evaluated and
the results show that the scheme significantly improves the role assignment.
Although we focus on UAV based applications in this paper, the concepts
apply to any application of mobile wireless devices collaborating via ad-hoc
networks and performing various roles within a team. In this paper, we do
not focus on the lower level sensing capabilities of UAVs, i.e. the faults and
uncertainties arising from sensors. There is other work in our group dealing
with policy-based fault detection and recovery in sensor networks [31].
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we will present
the overview of the architecture. Section 3 details our mission specification ap-
proach. Section 4 details the dynamic team formation approach in accordance
with the mission specification. Section 5 presents the performance evaluation of
the framework. We present related work in Section 6 followed by conclusions.
42 Overview of Self-management Architecture
In real-life applications, multiple autonomous vehicles deployed in a mission
collaborate and use services or resources from each other. To be able to form
and use a dynamic collaborative team of autonomous systems in accordance
with a high level mission specification, a method for describing the capabili-
ties of autonomous systems, discovering available heterogeneous autonomous-
systems, securely admitting them to the team, assigning them to an appropri-
ate role based on their capability and maintaining the team is necessary. The
adaptive, policy-based self-management architecture is comprised of mission,
team and communication layers. Fig. 1 illustrates the layers and interactions
among them. We will briefly detail the scheme used for securely admitting an
UAV to the team, while Sections 3 and 4 focus on mission management and
team management respectively.
Fig. 1 Self-management Architecture
UAVs that are part of a mission can change dynamically over time with new
UAVs joining or leaving the group. These new UAVs may also belong to other
organisations (e.g allies). The degree to which they are trusted may depend on
the organisation to which they belong. Authenticating an UAV before it joins
the SMC (or team) and protecting the ensuing group communication is thus
necessary to ensure the credibility of the mission. Therefore, all SMCs provide
5the required security mechanisms to perform authentication, encryption and
access control.
Consider the scenario depicted in Fig. 2. UAV1, UAV2 and commander
CD1 form the Self Managed Cell SMC1, while UAV3, UAV4, UAV5 and com-
mander CD2 form SMC2 and UAV6, UAV7 and commander CD3 form SMC3.
SMC1 and SMC2 belong to the same organisation (HQ1), while SMC3 be-
longs to another organisation (HQ2). We assume the coalition between differ-
ent organisations is achieved by using a Central Command Centre (C3) and
use the Certificate Public Key Infrastructure (C-PKI) [17] to ensure authen-
tication, confidentiality and message integrity. The system assumes a single
certification authority (C3), which issues certified public/private keys to all
UAVs in the mission and maintains a Certificate Revocation List (CRL). The
C-PKI system is also used to exchange a common secret key generated using
the Diffie-Hellman protocol [12] between each member of the team and the
commander (more details on the Security protocol can be found in [14]).
Fig. 2 Example of UAVs forming Self Managed Cells belonging to different organisations
3 Mission Management
A mission for a team of UAVs is specified in terms of roles. The mission spec-
ification defines how UAVs will be assigned to perform specific roles within
the team, based on their capabilities, as well as when and how to adapt the
mission to changes in context or failures. This specification will then be loaded
onto a UAV which has the necessary capabilities for managing the mission and
consequently assumes the commander role. The commander uses its discovery
service to discover and authenticate UAVs within its communication range.
The discovered UAVs provide their capability descriptions to the comman-
der which checks them against the capability requirements of available roles
and perform optimal assignments. The assigned UAVs recursively repeat this
process if their mission includes managing other UAVs, as a result creating
a tree with the commander UAV as the root. This tree is used to communi-
6cate management messages, collect state information and organise the roles
hierarchically each with a unique identity so as to make the team robust and
capable of recovering from failure (details of tree formation and maintenance
are given in [14]).
To illustrate our approach, we consider an example mission to determine
whether an area is safe for humans. The following main roles are identified:
Commander (C): controls the mission and allocates UAVs to roles. Surveyor
(S): explores the house and builds a map. Hazardous material detector (H).
Communication relay (R): maintains communication among UAVs by form-
ing an ad-hoc network. Aggregator (A): aggregates information from all UAVs
e.g. to produce a map showing the detected hazardous materials. Fig. 3 shows
a simplified view of the self management framework using this example mis-
sion where a reconnaissance team comprised of the Commander, Surveyor and
Relay roles is formed.
Fig. 3 Overview of the example mission
3.1 Roles
In this section we explain the concepts of a Role (R) as a placeholder con-
taining specified role-missions (RM), authorisations (A) and tasks (T) which
are loaded onto discovered UAVs that are assigned to the role. A role has
an external (E) and a local (L) interface which provides a context for which
role-mission policies can be specified. Fig. 4 shows the representation of a role
and the components are explained below:
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Fig. 4 Components of Role
Role Mission (RM): a set of policies relating to a single role for controlling
tasks and enabling/disabling other policies. It is downloaded to a UAV assigned
to the role.
Authorisation Policies (A): specify how roles are permitted to interact with
each other in terms of the events that can be triggered or operations that can
be invoked via the external interface.
Tasks (T): are complex operations which the UAV can perform e.g. move
from A to B, follow a path, track an object using video. Obligation policies
in the mission may invoke operations supported by a task or activate a task.
The tasks in a role are usually inherent to the type of the role and hence are
specified inside the role class.
External Interface: defines operations and events relating to interaction
with external collaborating roles: (i) Management Operations typically invoked
by the commander for loading missions, policies etc. These are common to all
roles. (ii) Provided Operations from the local interface, implemented by tasks
in the role and hence are role specific. These are made visible to and can be
invoked by other roles in remote UAVs. (iii) Required Operations that this
role may invoke on other collaborating roles. (iv) Outgoing Events generated
by the tasks inside the role or propagated from the UAV components such as
sensors, and published via an event bus for use by other roles e.g. to trigger
obligation policies. (v) Incoming Events generated by collaborating roles and
required by this role, to trigger policies.
Local Interface: defines operations and events within the UAV for use by
the role-mission executing on the UAV: (i) Operations implemented by the
tasks within the UAV and invoked by local role-mission obligation policies.
(ii) Events generated by the tasks within the UAV or propagated from UAV
components such as sensors. These may trigger policies in the local role-mission
or map to the external interface,
A self-managing team is specified in terms of roles to which UAVs are
assigned and this is elaborated in Section 4. Adaptation of the team requires an
approach to specification of roles that allows modification of their functional as
well as non-functional behaviours. Fig. 5 shows an example role specification,
8Type Surveyor
External interface Provided = {start, stop, getPicture}
Required = ∅
Local interface Provided = {start, stop, reassign, getPicture}
Required = {motion, camera}
Tasks {explore, detectHazard}
Role mission {explore a given area
when a hazard is detected call the hazard unit}
Authorisations {allow the commander to get pictures}
Fig. 5 Example Role Specification
and high-level mission statements, from which a mission administrator can
create a role.
3.2 Mission
A mission is a set of sequential or concurrent tasks which must be performed
by multiple UAVs in order to achieve a goal. Since the context of a mission may
change during execution, it is imperative that a mission specification for au-
tonomous systems should allow adaptation of missions by enabling/disabling
roles and changing UAV assignments to roles.
A team of UAVs should be able to perform a mission with a minimum
number of UAVs that have the required capabilities although the configuration
may not be optimal. When additional UAVs become available the team should
expand to make use of the new resources, thereby increasing performance.
Should there be a failure or departure of UAVs from the enlarged team, the
team should contract but continue the mission. We define a minimal team
configuration as the fewest types and number of UAVs needed to accomplish
a mission. A mission can only be started when a team satisfying the minimal
configuration can be formed, else it fails.
This concept is illustrated using the reconnaissance scenario in which the
minimal configuration is defined to be one Commander, one Aggregator, and
two Surveyors, where the Surveyor role is the primary role; and the Relay
and Hazard detection roles are secondary roles. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the
Surveyor role is collocated with the Relay and Hazardous material detector
roles. The Surveyor role can be performed in parallel with either the Relay or
the detector role while the UAV has to switch between the Relay and detector
roles as only one of these can be active at a time. Although the Relay role can
run in parallel with the Surveyor role, it will potentially hinder the surveying
duty when trying to maximise communication link quality. Hence this role is
best placed in another UAV should there be one available. Thus UAV to role
assignment should be optimised to achieve a reasonably optimal configuration
as explained in Section 4.
A reasonably-optimal mission configuration is defined to be one Comman-
der, two Surveyors, two Hazardous material detectors, two Relays, and one
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Fig. 6 Reconnaissance Mission Configuration
Aggregator each allocated to a separate UAV. The team started with the con-
figuration shown in Fig. 6(a) and reached the configuration shown in Fig. 6(b)
as new UAVs join the team in the mission area. The Surveyor roles which
assigned the Relay and Hazard detector roles serve as managers for those two
roles. Should any of the new UAVs fail or depart, the mission will revert to its
minimal configuration.
A mission for a team of UAVs can be described in terms of roles, the
management and reporting relationships between roles, constraints and mis-
sion parameters. We define the manages relation between two roles x and y
as manages(x, y) where role x is responsible for assigning a UAV to role y
and withdrawing it. The reports relationship reports(x, y) specifies role x is
responsible for sending state information to role y periodically as specified by
role y. We consider two types of constraints namely cardinality and colloca-
tion. The cardinality constraint sets the maximum number of roles a given
type of role can manage and it is specified as a role-type and value pair. It
also specifies the maximum number of roles that can be assigned to a single
autonomous system as part of a single mission. The collocation constraint in-
dicates the type of roles that cannot be placed together. Note that if two or
more roles have to be collocated then they can be specified as tasks and placed
in a single role. Using the aforementioned entities we define a mission, M , as
follows (V is a set containing all the mission roles and E is a management
relation between the roles, while P and C are sets of mission parameters and
constraints respectively):
M =< V,E, P, C > where
V = {R1, R2, R3, ...Ri}
E = {(x, y)|x ∈ V ∧ y ∈ V ∧ x 6= y ∧manages(x, y) ∧ reports(y, x)}
P = {P1, P2, P3, ...Pj}
C = {C1, C2, C3, ...Ck}
In order to allow adaptation and reuse we specify missions in three levels
namely policy, mission class and mission instance as shown in Fig. 7. Policies
are specified using Ponder2 [35] and stored in a policy repository. A mission
class is an XML specification of constraints, mission parameters, types of roles
needed for the mission and the management relation among the roles while a
mission instance is an XML specification that defines the mission parameters
and role cardinalities required to instantiate a mission class. A policy from
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the repository can be used by multiple mission classes and there can be multi-
ple mission instances instantiated with different parameters from a particular
mission class as shown in Fig. 7. The policy repository is comparatively small
so can be stored in the commander’s memory and policies may be distributed
to other UAVs as needed or fetched by corresponding roles directly.
Fig. 7 Mission Specification Levels
3.2.1 Policy Specification
As mentioned earlier, policies are specified using Ponder2 [35] because of its
support for both explicit specification of authorisation and obligation policies
which are necessary for our framework, its extensibility, and its scalability in
that its interpreter is scalable enough to be deployed on systems with con-
strained resources. Ponder2 is a generic object management system which
allows dynamically loading, unloading, enabling and disabling of managed ob-
jects. Generally a Ponder2 managed object is an active object that is capable
of receiving action commands and performing actions. A managed object can
be either part of the management system’s architecture such as a policy or
an adaptor to a managed sensor. Managed objects are written in Java. Pon-
derTalk is a Smalltalk-like language used for configuration and control of a
Ponder2 system by specifying commands for controlling and interacting with
managed objects via policies. A PonderTalk specification is a set of statements
separated by a “.” that are either assignments (to a temporary variable created
on the fly) or message interactions which reference a managed object followed
by zero or more commands (messages) sent to the managed object. Message
interactions have return values, which are PonderTalk objects, and hence they
can be assigned to variables or passed as data for other commands.
Events and policies are specified using PonderTalk and their creation is
facilitated by event and policy factory objects namely EventTemplate, Obli-
gationPolicy and AuthorisationPolicy, which are provided by Ponder2. These
factories are created and stored in the domain structure as shown in Fig. 8.
Ponder2 events are a set of name-vale pairs with a name list defined in
an event template. Each event has an event template (type) which is created
by sending a create message with the list of argument names to the event
template factory as shown in Fig. 9.
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1 // Import and put ev ent and p o l i c y f a c t o r i e s .
2 r oo t / f a c t o r y
3 at : ” ev ent ” put : ( r oo t l oad : ”EventTemplate ” ) ;
4 at : ” e c a p o l i c y ” put : ( r oo t l oad : ” Ob l i g a t i o nP o l i c y ” ) ;
5 at : ” a u t h p o l i c y ” put : ( r oo t l oad : ” A u t h o r i s a t i o nP o l i c y ” ) .
Fig. 8 Ponder2 event and policy templates
event-factory create : arguments-array
Fig. 9 Syntax of a Ponder2 event type
1 // Crea te newUAV and UAVFai lure ev ent t y pe s .
2 ev ent = roo t / f a c t o r y / event c r e a t e : #(”summary” ”uav ” ” c r e d e n t i a l ” ) .
3 r oo t / ev ent at : ”newUAV” put : ev ent .
4 ev ent = roo t / f a c t o r y / event c r e a t e : #(” r o l e ” ”uav ” ) .
5 r oo t / ev ent at : ”UAVFai lure ” put : ev ent .
6 // Crea te and send newUAV and UAVFai lure e v en t s .
7 r oo t / ev ent /newUAV c r e a t e : #(”motion , v i d eo ” ” ua v i d ” ” uav key ” ) .
8 r oo t / ev ent /UAVFai lure c r e a t e : #(” s u r v e y o r ” ” ua v i d ” ) .
Fig. 10 Example Ponder2 events
policy := root/factory/ecapolicy create.
policy event : event-type;
condition : [: arg|boolean-expression];
action : [: arg|statements]
Fig. 11 Syntax of a Ponder2 obligation policy
Once the event template is created, an event of that type can be created
by sending messages, with or without values, to the template. After the event
is created it is propagated to all policies that have subscribed to that event
type. Fig. 10 shows example Ponder2 event types and events. Events can also
be created by managed objects (i.e. in the Java code of the managed object)
provided that they are given the event template for the events they are ex-
pected to generate and they understand the semantics of the event types (i.e.
the arguments). The event templates can be passed to the managed objects
through messages.
Obligation policies are created by using the obligation policy factory object
and setting the event type, condition and actions of the policy. The event type,
condition and actions are set through a message sent to the policy object. The
condition and actions are specified using blocks as shown in Fig. 11. When an
event of the specified type occurs, the policy evaluates the condition block and
if the result is true, it executes the action block. The blocks get the values for
their arguments from the event.
Authorisation policies are created using the authorisation policy factory
object and specifying the subject, action, target and focus of the policy, as
shown in Fig. 12. The focus indicates whether the authorisation policy protects
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policy := (root/factory/authpolicy
subject : subject-path-and-name
action : action-name
target : target-path-and-name
focus : focus-type).
Fig. 12 Syntax of a Ponder2 authorisation policy
the source (subject), target or both from a given action. The source can be
protected from performing actions or accepting replies to actions that are
harmful to itself or other subjects in the domain. The target can be protected
from unauthorised subjects trying to perform an action (access control) or
from sending back the result of an action that contains sensitive information
(privacy control).
The policies specified for a role are broadly divided into role assignment
policies, used to assign UAVs to roles based on their capabilities and opera-
tional management policies used by roles to manage their own or collaborating
roles’ operational behaviour. In the example role assignment policy shown in
Fig. 13(a), the commander checks the capability of a newly discovered UAV,
authenticates it and assigns it to the surveyor role, if it has the required capa-
bility. Fig. 13(b) shows an example re-assignment policy to deal with a failure.
(a) Initial Role Assignment (b) Role Re-Assignment
Fig. 13 Sample Ponder2 Policies
3.2.2 Mission Class and Mission Instance Specifications
A mission class specification specifies a team in terms of roles, policies a role
uses to manage itself or other roles (where hierarchy exists) and indicates the
management relation among the participating roles as well as the cardinal-
ity of each role. Mission parameters such as failure-timeout which are shared
by all roles are also included. This specification can be used to instantiate
different teams of the same configuration with different cardinalities, mission
parameters and role behaviours using policies. The policy-based role behaviour
specification allows for changing the behaviours of assigned roles.
Fig. 14(a) shows the mission specification for the reconnaissance scenario
with a commander role managing a surveyor and an aggregator role. The
surveyor role in-turn manages the hazard-detector and relay roles. A mission
13
(a) Mission Class Specification (b) Mission Instance Specifica-
tion
Fig. 14 Mission Specification
instance (which gives rise to the actual team of UAVs performing the mission)
specifies values for cardinalities, mission parameters and URIs of policies which
define the role behaviour as shown in Fig. 14(b).
4 Team Management
A commanding officer specifies a mission involving a team of UAVs which need
to collaborate to achieve some overall goal such as locating hazardous material
or a search and rescue. Although there is initially a single specification within
the mission commander, it is distributed to UAVs as they are discovered and
assigned to roles within the mission, according to their capabilities. The new
team members can also perform team management functions of discovering
other UAVs and assigning them to roles, as defined by the mission specification.
As UAVs are added to the team they form a hierarchical tree management
structure in that a node effectively manages the UAVs it discovers. Status
report go up the hierarchy. The hierarchy forms a distributed self-managing
mission. The mission specification defines the hierarchical structure amongst
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roles. However, the actual hierarchical structure amongst UAVs is not pre-
defined as it will depend on the order in which UAVs are discovered and their
capabilities which define which roles they are assigned to.
A team of UAVs can be described in terms of roles the UAVs are assigned
to and the relationship among these roles, and can be modelled as a digraph
with the roles as vertices and their relationship as edges. Using the manages
and reports relationships defined in Section 3 we define a team, Γ , as follows:
Γ = (V,E) where
V = {R1, R2, R3, ...Ri}
E = {(x, y)|x ∈ V ∧ y ∈ V ∧ x 6= y ∧manages(x, y) ∧ reports(y, x)}
4.1 Team Formation
The team layer of the management framework deals with the formation of a
distributed self managing team of UAVs by discovering new UAVs within the
communication range of those which are already part of the team, authenti-
cating them [14], assigning them to suitable roles based on their capabilities,
and maintaining the team. The team formation process is facilitated by five
interacting services residing in the team layer. These are the Capability, Role
manager, Discovery, Assignment services and the Role itself that is being en-
acted by the UAV. The role manager deals with management tasks that are
common for all roles such as loading, starting and stopping a role as well as
providing support for running multiple roles on a single UAV.
4.1.1 Discovery
A manager role runs a discovery service to discover new UAVs and assigns
them to one if its managed roles. When a new UAV comes into the communi-
cation range of the manager UAV it will be able to receive the broadcast. The
new UAV then replies to the broadcast with a join request if it is willing to
take part in a mission. This leads to the initiation of a mutual authentication
protocol which, if it succeeds, results in a shared secret key [14]. Using this
key, the discovered UAV will encrypt its capability summary and send it to
the manager UAV. Encrypting the capability summary is necessary to prevent
disclosure of a UAV’s services to a third party as this may be sensitive informa-
tion in military missions. Upon receiving the capability summary the manager
UAV, using its role assignment policies, decides whether the discovered UAV
has the potential to be assigned to one of the roles and if so it will request
the discovered UAV for its full capability description. If the manager UAV is
satisfied with the full capability description it will assign the discovered UAV
to an appropriate role. The newly assigned UAV might run its own discovery
service if it has roles to be assigned, and assigned UAVs stop responding to
discovery broadcasts.
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4.1.2 Capability Matching
The capabilities of a UAV indicate its ability and potential in terms of the
basic resources and functionalities that are expected by the tasks and policies
associated with the role that is to be assigned to the UAV. The assignment of
a UAV to a role is based on matching offered capabilities from a discovered
UAV, with the required capabilities defined in the role definition.
When devising a scheme for describing capabilities, the two major issues
to be addressed are identifying the type of information to be provided by a
capability description and specifying a representation language for the descrip-
tion. Based on the type of information they carry, we have identified two levels
of UAV capability descriptions namely, capability summary and full capability
description. A capability summary shows the low-level resources of the UAV
and a summary of services provided by the UAV. For example if we say that a
UAV has a video camera, a long range communication link, and a map builder
service we are describing the UAV’s hardware resources as well as services
although the description does not give information on how to use them. The
rationale for using this summary as a capability description is to provide infor-
mation about the potential of the UAV which influences the decision to which
roles it can be assigned.
A full capability description defines the types of services a UAV provides
and the list of associated operations and notifications relating to the use of
the service. For example a UAV which is capable of streaming a video might
include in its service description that it can stream video, and supports control
actions such as start, stop, pan camera etc. UAVs provide different kinds of
services such as mine detection, video streaming etc. Roles assigned to these
UAVs may need to use these services (tasks) as stand alone services or they
may combine different services and create a new functionality.
We found the UPnP [41] approach to service description to be the most
fitting to our framework since it can describe both the capability summary
and full capability. Our capability description has three main parts, a system
section that provides general information such as the name, owner, manufac-
turer, model etc. of the UAV as well as credentials and contextual information
such as battery power and location, a device list section that provides a list
of the devices embedded in the UAV such as processors, sensors etc., and a
service list section which describes the list of services provided by the UAV.
Unlike the UPnP service description, we specify the directions of all opera-
tions. This enables us to explicitly state what operations a service uses and
what operations it provides, thus enabling dynamic service composition.
In parallel with our two levels of capability description, we have two levels
of capability matching. The first one deals with matching the role’s required
capabilities (as specified in the local interface of the role) to the capability
summary of the UAV in order to determine whether the UAV can accommo-
date the role or not. The result of this matching is: (i) Match: if the UAV has
all the devices and services required by the role or it is a superset and some
more additional capabilities, (ii) No match: if the UAV does not have all of
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the devices and services required by the role. Note that a UAV that has only
a subset of the required capabilities will be categorised as no match.
The second level deals with matching the quality of service required by
the role, and the tasks of the role with the full capability description of the
UAV. The result of the quality of service matching may be used to adapt
the behaviour of the role to the UAV’s capability or it may lead to rejection
of the UAV should there be a policy enforcing a minimum level of quality
of service and the UAV’s capability does not meet that. Both the capability
summary and full capability matching assume an agreed ontology between the
discovering UAV and the discovered UAV.
4.2 Role Assignment
A UAV is assigned to one or several of the roles in the mission based on
its capabilities which it provides to the managing role during discovery. This
decision can be made either immediately or in a delayed manner giving rise to
an immediate or optimised role assignment respectively as described below.
4.2.1 Optimal Role Assignment
An immediate role assignment assigns a UAV to an available role, immedi-
ately on discovery, without considering other roles and possible future discov-
eries. Consider a reconnaissance team with roles Commander (C), Surveyor
(S), Aggregator (A), Relay (R), Hazard-detector (H), with their capability
requirements shown in Fig. 15(a).
Role Type Required
Surveyor (S) {video, motion}
Aggregator (A) {map}
Relay (R) {motion, lrangecom}
Hazard Detect (H) {motion, hdetection}
(a) Capability requirement of roles
UAV Provided
UAV1 {map, video, motion}
UAV2 {map, video, motion, lrangecom}
UAV3 {video, motion}
UAV4 {motion, hdetection}
(b) UAV Capabilities
Fig. 15 Capabilities
Assuming that the Commander role is already assigned at time t0 this
mission needs four UAVs. Now let us assume that four UAVs, with capabilities
shown in Fig. 15(b), come within the Commander’s communication range as
indicated by the arrival order shown in Fig. 16. UAV1 is discovered at time
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Fig. 16 UAV Arrivals
t1 and the Commander’s role assignment policies, shown in Fig. 17(a), dictate
that it be assigned to either a Surveyor or an Aggregator role. Although UAV1
has more capabilities than required by a Surveyor role, since it satisfies the
capability requirement of both roles it can be assigned to either one of them.
Assuming the worst case scenario let us say that it is assigned to the Surveyor
role. UAV2 is discovered at time t2 and it will be assigned to the remaining
role, i.e., the Aggregator. UAV3 and UAV4 are discovered at times t3 and t4
respectively by the Aggregator which is now running a discovery service since
it needs to assign two roles. However, UAV3 does not satisfy the capability
requirement of either one of them and hence it will not participate in this
mission, UAV4 will be assigned to the Hazard-detector role. The Relay role
will never be assigned leaving the mission in an incomplete team configuration
until (if at all) a UAV with the necessary capabilities is discovered.
on discovered(UAV, credentials, cap)
do assign(UAV,‘surveyor’)
when authenticated(credentials) and
cap.hasCapabilities(‘motion’,‘video’)
on discovered(UAV, credentials, cap)
do assign(UAV,‘aggregator’)
when authenticated(credentials) and
cap.hasCapabilities(‘motion’,‘map’)
(a) Commander
on discovered(UAV, credentials, cap)
do assign(UAV,‘relay’)
when authenticated(credentials) and
cap.hasCapabilities(‘motion’,‘lrangecom’)
on discovered(UAV, credentials, cap)
do assign(UAV,‘hdetector’)
when authenticated(credentials) and
cap.hasCapabilities(‘motion’,‘hdetection’)
(b) Aggregator
Fig. 17 Role Assignment Policies
Consider two UAV arrival orders different from the one shown in Fig. 16,
UAV1 → UAV3 → UAV2 → UAV4 and UAV2 → UAV1 → UAV3 → UAV4
where a → b stands for UAV a is discovered before UAV b. Using the role
assignment policies of the Commander and the Aggregator, shown in Fig. 17,
in the worst case scenario we may end up with assignments {S 7→ UAV1,
A 7→ UAV2, H 7→ UAV4, R 7→ ∅} and {S 7→ UAV2, A 7→ UAV1, H 7→ UAV4,
R 7→ ∅} respectively where r 7→ s stands for role r is assigned to UAV s. In
both cases we end up with an incomplete team configuration.
In the first case the problem was initially caused due to the fact that when
deciding to assign the Surveyor role to UAV1 the Commander did not take
the other role (Aggregator) waiting to be assigned, into consideration leading
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to a later assignment of this role to a UAV which has a scarce capability, long
range communication, required by the relay role. This problem could have
been avoided if the Commander had taken all its roles waiting to be assigned
into consideration, instead of immediately assigning discovered UAVs.
In the second case, the problem was caused by the Commander again using
a UAV with a scarce capability that is needed by the relay role. However, this
problem could not have been avoided even if the Commander had taken all
its waiting roles into consideration since both UAV2 and UAV1 satisfy the
capability requirement of the Surveyor and Aggregator roles.
From the above scenarios, we can observe that immediate role assignment
leads to incomplete team configurations because of the lack of local (the Com-
mander not considering the Aggregator) and global (the Commander not con-
sidering the Relay) consideration of future role assignments.
The team formation starts from the UAV which is initially loaded with the
mission specification, this UAV assigns roles managed by it and these roles
in turn repeat this process until the team reaches its final configuration. If
the roles take local and global future assignments into consideration the team
will reach its optimal configuration provided that UAVs with the necessary
capabilities are available. To attain this we define two objectives a manager
role should achieve: (i) Local objective: a manager role should assign all its
managed roles to the best available UAVs. (ii) Global objective: a manager
role should facilitate the assignment of all roles managed by its managed roles.
Given a set of roles and UAVs there will be a number of permutations of
assignments. In order to compare and choose from these possible assignments,
a means for evaluating the desirability of each assignment is necessary. Utility
functions which ascribe real-valued desirability to each assignment can do that.
Utility functions enable a fine grained and flexible way of specifying a desirable
behaviour in contrast to a more strict approach that classifies a behaviour as
desirable and undesirable [23]. We model the role assignment problem using
roles, UAVs, the management relation amongst roles, constraints and utilities
as shown in Fig. 18. The functions reqcap and provcap express the required
and provided capabilities by roles and UAVs respectively. battery(s) gives
the available battery power of a UAV. Management relations are expressed
through the managed by (represented as mgdby) and management closure
(represented as mgmntclosure) relations. The mgdby relation defines the set
of roles managed by this role, while the management closure of a role is all
the roles managed by it directly and indirectly. u(r) gives a measure of the
benefit acquired by using a role r, for example, the utility can correspond to
the priority of a role. u(s) gives a measure of the benefit acquired by using
UAV s, for example, more battery power corresponds to a higher utility level.
u(r, s) gives a measure of the benefit acquired by assigning role r to UAV s. For
example, if a manager role is concerned with global objectives the utility of an
assignment of a role to a UAV which has the exact capability requirements is
higher than the utility when using a UAV with more capabilities than required
by the role. On the other hand, if a role is concerned only with local objectives
the utility may be the same for all assignments that satisfy the capability
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1. A set R of n roles with their attributes
R = {r1, r2, r3, . . . , rn}
A set C of t capabilities.
C = {c1, c2, c3, . . . , ct}
reqcap : R → P(C) where P(C) is the power set of C
2. A set S of k UAVs with their attributes
S = {s1, s2, s3, . . . , sk}
provcap : S → P(C)
battery(s) : S → <+
cred(s) = credentials of a UAV
3. A management relation amongst roles
mgdby : R→ P(R) where
ri ∈ mgdby(rj) if rj is responsible for assigning ri
managementclosure : R→ P(R)
mgmntclosure(rj) =


rj if
mgbdy(rj) = ∅
⋃
ri∈mgbdy(rj)
mgmntclosure(ri) otherwise
4. A set of collocation constraints that must be satisfied by a valid role assignment.
colloc : R× R → {−1, 0, 1}
colloc(ri, rj) =


−1 if ri and rj cannot be assigned to the same UAV
0 if there is no restriction
1 if ri and rj have to be assigned to the same UAV
5. A set of utility functions.
u(r) : R→ <+
u(s) : S → <+
u(r, s) : R× S → <+
w(u(r)) : Urole → <+
w(u(s)) : UUAV → <+
w(u(r, s)) : Urole,UAV → <+
Urole = {u1(r), u2(r), u3(r) . . . um(r)}
UUAV = {u1(s), u2(s), u3(s) . . . up(s)}
Urole,UAV = {u1(r, s), u2(r, s), u3(r, s) . . . uq(r, s)}
Fig. 18 The Role Assignment Model
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Find a function f : R → S that maximises U without violating the constraints
U =
n∑
j=1
k∑
l=1
Uj,l
Uj,l =
∑m
i=1 ui(rj) ∗ w(ui) +
∑p
i=1 ui(sl) ∗ w(ui) +
∑q
i=1 ui(rj , sl) ∗ w(ui)
Fig. 19 The Role Assignment Problem
matching requirements. w(u) provides the weight associated to each utility
function. For example in one mission scenario, a utility measuring the battery
power may be given more weight than a utility that measures the degree of
capability matching. However, this choice may change in another scenario and
hence the need to model utility weights as functions.
Using the role assignment model shown in Fig. 18 we formulate the role
assignment problem as shown in Fig. 19. To solve this problem we model it as
a weighted bipartite-graph minimum-cost maximum-matching problem where
one partition of vertices are the roles and the other partition of vertices are the
UAVs. The weights of the edges in the graph are computed using the utility
(treating maximum utility as minimum cost) shown in Fig. 19.
Efficient algorithms, such as Hopcroft and Karp’s O(m
√
n) algorithm [15],
where m = nd, n = number of vertices and d = degree of each vertex, exist for
solving the maximum matching problem for regular bipartite graphs, which
would satisfy our local objective. However, to satisfy both the local and global
objectives, i.e., in order not to use UAVs which have more capabilities than re-
quired by any of the roles that are going to be assigned by the current manager
role, we are interested in minimum cost in addition to maximum matching. Al-
gorithms, such as the polynomial time Hungarian algorithm [27,26], that can
compute the minimum-cost maximum matching for regular bipartite graphs
exist. We can easily transform the role assignment bipartite graph to a regular
graph by adding dummy roles or UAVs if we have more UAVs than roles or vice
versa respectively. The collocation constraint colloc(ri, rj) = −1 is satisfied by
default because the bipartite matching model assigns each role to a unique
UAV. We do not consider the colloc(ri, rj) = 1 constraint because, although
collocation of roles is supported to enable resource (UAV) sharing in the face
of scarcity, roles should not be forced to be collocated as those that must be
placed together can be designed as tasks and placed in one role. However,
should there be a need to consider it, our problem solving model is capable
of dealing with this constraint which can be easily encoded into the matching
problem by defining a third role rk where reqcap(rk) = reqcap(ri)∪ reqcap(rj).
We specify the weight function, w(u) for utilities using policies in order
to make the optimisation system flexible and adaptable. The role assignment
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1, Rw is the set of roles waiting to be assigned
and Tw is the waiting period before optimisation is started.
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Algorithm 1 Role Assignment Algorithm
Require: Rw, Tw, c,w(u)
Ensure: f ′ : R′ → S′whereR′ ⊆ R, S′ ⊆ S
while T < Tw do
if UAV s is discovered then
if G = ∅ then
Create G
for r ∈ Rw do
cost = c−
∑m
i=1(ui(rj)∗w(ui)+
∑p
i=1 ui(sl)∗w(ui)+
∑q
i=1 ui(rj , sl)∗w(ui))
Connect r to s with cost as the weight of the edge
end for
end if
end if
end while
Transform G into a regular bipartite graph G′.
Revise the cost matrix of G′.
Create matching M from G′.
if M is not a perfect matching then
Compute M = the minimum-cost maximum-matching of G′.
end if
Remove dummy vertices.
R′ = vertices of the role bipartition with edges.
S′ = vertices of the UAV bipartition with edges.
Rw = Rw \R′
return f ′
on assigned(role)
do setAggregateWeight(‘Matching’,1,
‘Priority’, 0,‘Power’,0)
when role(‘commander’)
and optimise(‘true’)
(a) Weight Policy
on assigned(role)
do loadUtility(‘Matching’,‘Priority’,
‘Power’, ‘Aggregate’)
when role(‘commander’)
and optimise(‘true’)
(b) Utility Loading Policy
Fig. 20 Example Policies
4.2.2 Utility Models for Optimal Role Assignments
We use three utility functions for optimal role assignments, a role utility, a
UAV utility and role-UAV utility. The role utility, priority(r), measures the
benefit of assigning role r with respect to the priority this role has compared
to other roles. The UAV utility, power(s), measures the benefit of using UAV
s with respect to battery power compared to other UAVs. The matching(r, s)
utility measures the benefit of assigning role r to UAV s with respect to ca-
pability matching. The overall utility is computed by the AggregateUtility
which uses the weights provided through policies (Fig. 20(a)) for each utility.
AggregateUtility checks all utilities which are loaded into the management
system (Fig. 20(b)), identifies their types and aggregates their values, thereby
enabling the addition of new utility functions dynamically using policies. The
utility functions and their corresponding weights are specified by the mission
administrator. Although the utility function based approach is powerful in
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Fig. 21 Trace of the Assignment Algorithm
on discoveryReady()
do setOptimRate(‘1000’)
Fig. 22 Optimisation Rate Policy
many ways, designing the function and deciding the weights are challenging
tasks.
Consider the reconnaissance team with the required and provided capa-
bilities shown in Fig. 15 and with the UAV arrival order, UAV1 → UAV2 →
UAV3 → UAV4, as shown in Fig. 16. We have previously shown that the
team will never become complete with this arrival order, we will now show
that using the optimal assignment algorithm the team will reach its optimal
configuration.
Fig. 21 illustrates traces of the optimal assignment algorithm execution
with the inputs of the algorithm Tw = waiting time before optimisation=
1000 ms, c = constant to change utility into cost = 1, w(u) = weight of a
utility function, set by the policies shown in Figures 20(a) & 22. As it can be
seen from the policy in Fig. 20(a), for this example, the power and priority
utilities are not included in the aggregate utility computation because their
weight is set to zero which makes the matching utility the deciding factor for
assignment.
The utility function used for matching is u(x) = 1
a∗(1+x) where x = r4s,
is the symmetric difference between role r’s required capability and UAV s’s
provided capability. We use Bloom filters [6] to represent the capability de-
scriptions, this enables us to compute set operations efficiently.
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A matrix representation of the role assignment graph is created dynami-
cally when UAVs are discovered. As shown in Fig. 21(a), when s1 is discovered
its matching utility is computed with respect to each role waiting to be as-
signed. The same applies for UAVs s2, s3 and s4, by which time the timer set
by the policy shown in Fig. 22 goes off and the optimisation starts. The input
to the optimiser is the matrix representation of the role assignment bipartite
graph. In our example this matrix corresponds to Fig. 21(d) with the weights
for each edge computed in the steps shown in Fig. 21(a) - (d). The output is a
cost matrix representing the minimum-cost maximum matching of the graph
that is computed by using the Hungarian algorithm. The Hungarian algorithm
starts by revising the input cost matrix (for each row and column subtracting
the minimum entry in the row and column from all the elements correspond-
ing to that row and column respectively) and then iteratively searches for an
assignment that results in the maximum number of nodes on one side of the
bipartite graph being assigned to the other. The resulting cost matrix 1 of the
optimisation, for the example assignment, is shown in Fig. 21(e) and the edges
of the bipartite graph which have zero cost are marked as shown in Fig. 21(f).
The assignment will then take the edges with the lowest cost for each role as
shown in Fig. 21(g) resulting in an optimal configuration where every role is
assigned to the best possible UAV.
4.2.3 Implementation
The management architecture [13] has three layers, namely, mission, team and
communication, as shown in Fig. 1. The optimisation task is performed in the
team layer which consists of the Discovery and Optimiser entities. The Dis-
covery entity periodically broadcasts discovery beacons over UDP, however
subsequent communication between this entity and the discovered UAV uses
the secure communication channel implemented by the Communication Han-
dler entity in the communication layer. It interacts with the Optimiser entity
to add a successfully discovered UAV to the optimisation process. The broad-
cast rate and other behaviours of the discovery service can be adapted through
policies.
The Optimiser entity receives the list of roles waiting to be assigned, from
the role enacted by the local UAV and newly discovered UAVs from the dis-
covery service. It builds a bipartite graph where the roles are one bipartition
and the UAVs are the other. The graph building process continues until the
timeout before optimisation (set by a policy) is reached. Our implementation
of Bloom filters is done using the lower bound for false positives and the opti-
mal value for the number of hash functions as described in [8]. The parameters
of the Bloom filter (including the maximum allowable false positive) can be
changed using policies.
When the timeout (which can be specified in the mission specification)
before optimisation expires, the Optimiser computes a minimum-cost maxi-
1 In this example, the optimal assignment is found right after revising the cost matrix.
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mum matching of the bipartite graph, using a variant of the O(n3) improved
Hungarian algorithm [27,26,33,7,10], and provides the result to the manager
role which uses it to perform the role assignments. The management task is
distributed as all roles can perform role assignments.
4.3 Team Maintenance
To ensure that the UAVs comprising the team perform their tasks correctly,
it is important to cope with different types of failures. Consider the recon-
naissance mission scenario. Failures in such missions can occur as a result of
intermittent or permanent communication link failures as well as individual
node failure. A recent study on UAV failures shows that reliability in field
environments is only between 6 and 20 hours [9].
Our failure management scheme distinguishes between intermittent com-
munication link disconnection and permanent UAV failures or isolation due to
communication link failure. This scheme uses the management tree to define
management hierarchies as well as data aggregation hierarchies during execu-
tion of the mission. If the periodical state information is not received within
a specified timeout, it is considered that a failure has occurred. The timeouts
are used to differentiate between the two types of failures and each failure is
handled accordingly. An intermittent communication link disconnection does
not require reassignment of roles as we assume that the UAVs will continue
functioning in their normal roles but just not be able to communicate. How-
ever there may be some reconfiguration of the management hierarchy in that
a subtree manager acts as commander of the disconnected subtree and, while
disconnected, cannot report to its commander. The result, being, that the
mapping of existing UAVs to roles remains the same whereas the management
tree may be different, as it is assumed that the adaptation is temporary.
A permanent failure is caused by either a node or communication link
failure (other UAVs cannot distinguish between these). The result is the par-
titioning of the team as well as a loss of roles. The partitioning problem is
addressed using the approach mentioned earlier. The response to the loss of
roles is as follows (in order of priority): (i) use replicated roles, if available,
(ii) if there are unassigned or newly discovered UAVs, perform a role reassign-
ment, while keeping the existing team configuration, to replace the lost role(s),
and (iii) if none of the above is feasible, reconfigure the team by swapping less
crucial roles for more crucial roles. If reconfiguration incurs role replacement,
this takes place only in subsets of the team which are lower in the hierarchy
than the failed UAV. This is due to the fact that roles assigned to higher
level UAVs are assumed to be more crucial to the mission. In the case of role
reassignment and reconfiguration, state information migration takes place.
While the failure management scheme copes with communication link fail-
ure and UAV failure, it is sometimes desirable to make sure that the members
of the team modify behaviour in order to maintain communication links with
the other members of the team. For this purpose, we propose the commu-
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nication management scheme. Previous works ([1,5,39,29,38]) ensure this by
making sure that the team of robots either restrict their motion to ensure that
they do not loose communication or follow each other through line of sight.
In our scheme, we use two approaches. In the first approach, we use a similar
technique to the related works mentioned above by restricting the motion of
some of the UAVs to ensure that they do not loose communication. While this
scheme does alleviate the problem arising due to communication failure, it is
also very restrictive with respect to the motion of the UAV. Consider the re-
connaissance scenario where the UAVs would need to scope out an area as part
of the mission. Restricting their motion will result in either the entire area not
being explored or a substantial increase in the amount of time taken to explore
that area as part of the mission. In the second approach, instead of restricting
the motion of the UAVs, we use the concept of rendezvous area, which is an
area where the UAVs belonging to the mission can gather at a specified time
so that they can exchange the requisite information. In the event that a UAV
is unable to reach the rendezvous area, it is assumed to have failed and the
appropriate failure management mechanism is used. More details on the team
maintenance schemes can be found in [14].
5 Experiments and Results
The prototype implementation was evaluated through experimentation on a
testbed of Linux machines running Java to study the effect of immediate role
assignment and the time complexity of optimised role assignment. At the be-
ginning of the experiment the number and types of roles are changed in the
mission class specification and the requisite number of instances of the frame-
work are started on various machines. The experimental setup consisted of
machines2 on the Local Area Network3. We simulated different subnets by
using IP filter policies. Each manager role was assigned to a separate machine
and a different subnet, while other roles were running in parallel (with a maxi-
mum of 20 roles per machine). Some earlier results are available in [13,14]. In a
real system, wireless networks would be used rather than Local Area Networks
(LANs) with a subnet corresponding to nodes within a single hop broadcast
range. We checked policy load times in the above experimental network and
these were linear with respect to the number of policies, as expected.
5.1 Comparison of the Immediate and Optimal Role Assignment Approaches
In this experiment we compare the performance of the immediate and optimal
role assignments with respect to time complexity and success rate of assign-
ment. We considered a mission which has 10 role types and 10 UAV types as
shown in Table 1. The capabilities of the first half of the UAV types, i.e. s1
2 Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU 3.00GHz, 4GB RAM.
3 1Gb ethernet.
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Role
Type
Required
Capability
UAV
Type
Provided
Capability
r1 {c1, c2} s1 {c1, c2}
r2 {c1, c3} s2 {c1, c3}
r3 {c1, c4} s3 {c1, c4}
r4 {c1, c5} s4 {c1, c5}
r5 {c1, c6} s5 {c1, c6}
r6 {c1, c7} s6 {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7}
r7 {c8} s7 {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c8}
r8 {c9} s8 {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c9}
r9 {c10} s9 {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c10}
r10 {c11} s10 {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c11}
Table 1 Capability Requirements and Provisions
up to s5, can each satisfy one role type (one out of r1 up to r5). Each of the
second half of the UAV types (s6 up to s10) has capabilities which are diverse
enough to satisfy the capability requirement of any of the first five role types
(r1 up to r5) as well as one other role type out of the second half of the role
types (r6 up to r10). Each of the first five role types can be assigned to one of
the 6 possible UAV types while each of the rest of the role types can only be
assigned to one UAV type.
If we perform an immediate role assignment on a first-discovered first-
assigned basis, it may be the case that one or more of role types r1 up to r5
are assigned to a UAV of type s6 up to s10 leading to an incomplete team
since role types r6 up to r10 can only be assigned to UAV types s6 up to s10
respectively. The team can be complete only if the UAVs arrive in a sequence
where all the first half of UAV types arrive before any of the UAV types of the
second half, i.e. s1, s2, s3, s4, s5 → s6, s7, s8, s9, s10. There are 5!∗5! possibilities
of this arrival out of 10! possible arrival sequences. In the worst case scenario
all of the second half of the UAV types can arrive first leading to a team where
only 50% of the roles are assigned.
In our experiment we varied the number of roles and UAVs keeping their
numbers equal and the role and UAV types and their proportions constant.
In the case of the optimised role assignment all the roles were assigned in all
the experiments. Fig. 23 shows the result of the immediate role assignment for
20 experiments plotted with a 95% confidence interval where Role Assignment
Success Rate is the percentage of roles assigned to UAVs, out of the total
number of available roles. The plot labelled as Immediate shows the observed
success rate of the immediate role assignment scheme during the experiment.
Note that the success rate of this assignment scheme varies as it depends
on UAV arrival sequences. The plot labelled as Optimised shows the observed
success rate of the optimised role assignment scheme. Theoretically this success
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rate can also be achieved in the immediate role assignment scheme (best case
scenario) provided that the UAVs arrive in an ideal sequence, i.e. all the first
half of UAV types (shown in Table 1) arrive before any of the UAV types of
the second half which is impractical. The plot labelled as Immediate (worst
case) shows what the success rate would be if the UAVs arrive in the worst
possible sequence, i.e. all of the second half of the UAV types (shown in Table
1) arrive before the first half.
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Fig. 23 Role Assignment Success Rate
Fig. 24 shows the time taken for assignment for both immediate and opti-
mised role assignments. The assignment time is measured from the time the
first UAV is discovered to either the time the last role is assigned (in the case of
the optimised assignment) or all UAVs have been discovered and all roles that
can be assigned are assigned (in the case of the immediate assignment). The
polynomial time complexity of the optimised assignment is attributed to the
O(n3) algorithm4 we used to compute the minimum-cost maximum bipartite
matching of the assignment graph. Although the assignment algorithm, for
the sake of the experiment, starts optimisation after all UAVs are discovered,
in reality the waiting period is set by a policy and there is a tradeoff between
the length of this period and the success rate of the assignment.
4 n is the number of roles/UAVs.
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6 Related Work
Specification of the organisation of a set of primitives to obtain a sophisticated
mission to perform complex tasks is presented in [32]. This includes a Config-
uration Description Language (CDL) to configure a single or group of robots
by defining reusable assemblage agents for different tasks and instantiate the
primitives. The MissionLab development environment supports graphical de-
sign of a mission using CDL, compilation and loading executable code onto a
robot or a simulator. However, the finite state machine based approach used
to describe a mission is suitable only for low level components such as tasks
and it is not easy to specify multi-robot missions with many participants.
A case based reasoning approach for generating mission plans [40] builds
on the work in [32] and uses a Contract Net Protocol [37] based task allocation
while [37] presents the Contract Net Protocol for distributing tasks through
negotiation. Each node in the net takes either a manager or contractor role.
Managers announce tasks, potential contractors submit bids to the managers,
the managers then evaluate the bids and award contracts to the bidders.
An approach for coordination of robots based on dynamic role assignment
is given in [20]. This has a layered architecture with a coordination protocol,
based on utility functions defined for each role, using a publish-subscribe com-
munication protocol. The robot with the highest role utility value is assigned
to the role. Formation is selected using a voting system. Compared to other
approaches (e.g., [34]), which tie the robot control architecture to the coor-
dination architecture (mechanism), this is more general in that robots with
different control architectures can coordinate.
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A paradigm for cooperating robots is presented in [11] in which hybrid
automata are used to represent roles, role assignments and discrete variables
related to each robot. The composition of these automata is used to model
the execution of cooperative tasks. A role is defined as a function one or more
robots perform during the execution of a cooperative task and utility functions
are used to decide when to change roles.
Likhachev et al. [28] have proposed an approach to automatic modification
of behavioural assemblage parameters for autonomous navigation tasks using
case based reasoning. We try to solve a more generic problem using policies.
In [18] the authors present an approach for exploration, mapping and track-
ing targets using large scale heterogeneous robots. The failure detection ap-
proach is slightly similar to our approach in that the leader robot detecting
the failure of the follower is comparable to a parent role detecting the failure
of its child. However, their approach to recovery is coded in the behaviour of
the robots while we use policies for managing failure.
Jamp [42] uses disconnected operations to handle communication link dis-
connections and defines an abstraction called container in order to facilitate
the implementation of mobile applications. An application in Jamp is imple-
mented as an interaction between containers, since containers can be moved
from node to node. The container concept in the Jamp system and its mobility
is similar to our role concept. However, Jamp is not applicable for communi-
cation link failures since it is not possible to transfer state information to the
newly instantiated container in another node. Our approach caters for link
disconnections by periodically collecting state information.
Our role assignment approach which deals with assigning roles to different
autonomous systems in an optimal manner is related to the more general
optimal system deployment and reconfiguration problem.
In [3,2] the dynamic reconfiguration process is perceived as the sense-plan-
act process in robot control and the planning part of this process is addressed
using an LPG planner and a tool referred to as Planit which provides the
domain and configuration specifications specified using PDDL, to the planner.
The planner generates sequences of actions to lead the system to the desired
state, these are passed to Planit which performs the actions on the system.
Planit monitors the system and obtains events from which it generates the
current state of the system. Reconfiguration can be used to improve the quality
of deployment as well as for failure recovery.
In [21,24] a framework that consists of a declarative service specification
in terms of components, support for component deployment and a planning
module is presented. It enables services to be built up from distributed com-
ponents and facilitates migration and replication of components transparently.
The service specification and the current state of the network is provided to
the planner [24] which determines optimal locations for component placement.
The planning module employs multiple planning techniques in that it uses re-
gression and progression planning. The framework assumes that the network
on which the distributed system is deployed is static with respect of the set of
nodes and links as well as their properties.
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COCoA [25] formulates the problem of task allocation and scheduling for
a tightly coupled (i.e. no robot can achieve a single goal by itself) team of
robots, in a search and rescue domain, using goals and constraints. Three
constraints namely goal, robot and resource constraints are specified using
first order logic. The constraint optimisation problem is modelled as a Mixed
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem and CPLEX [19] is used to solve
it. Since finding a feasible solution might take a considerable amount of time
(hours, even days for large search and rescue problems), different heuristics
are used to improve the solution time.
7 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a policy-based self-management architecture
for mobile autonomous systems which has three layers namely mission, team
and communication. The mission layer deals with specification of missions in
terms of roles. In order to allow adaptation of missions and reuse of specifi-
cations, the mission is specified in three levels, namely mission class, mission
instance and policy specifications. In accordance to the mission specification,
the team layer forms teams dynamically by discovering UAVs using a dis-
covery service and admitting them to the team securely. Using a public key
infrastructure, UAVs are authenticated and a secure channel is created if the
authentication succeeds. A policy-based optimisation is used to perform opti-
mal role assignment. The optimisation is utility based and it allows for adding
new utility functions and changing the behaviour of the existing ones using
policies. The team responds to intermittent communication link and perma-
nent UAV failures using the failure management protocol.
Communication among team members is maintained by the communica-
tion layer which controls the movement of the UAVs in order to keep them
within the communication link range of each other. Should the prevention
of communication link maintenance fails, a rendezvous is set up to facilitate
intermittent communication.
Although we have focussed on UAVs, the techniques described in this paper
can be applied to manage any mobile, team-based collaboration such as is
found in military missions, search and rescue or disaster relief scenarios. In
these applications team members may change frequently, and tasks also need
to be assigned based on capabilities.
We have evaluated the performance of our architecture with respect to
different performance measures including scalability and time complexity and
observed that it performs well.
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